BENEFITS
USER
ADOPTION

MAXIMISE
ROI

SELFSUFFICIENT

Cas d’étude
Une méthode éprouvée
permettant à vos planificateurs
de s’approprier les outils de
planification SCM
Nos consultants assistent vos
planificateurs dans leurs tâches
journalières et travaillent à leurs cotés
afin d’optimiser l’utilisation du système

CAPABILITY ASSESSMENT
ONGOING
REVIEW &
SUPPORT
FIX DATA
RUN CYCLE
MODEL LINE

Formation technique APO individualisée pour les équipes
de planificateurs Category Supply HUB
Livrable:

Documentation des sessions, évaluation des
planificateurs et identification des lacunes de
connaissances

Résultats
•
•
•
•

Expertise Optimiser & Données de base multipliée par 2
Maximisation du Retour sur investissement d’APO par 3x
avec suppression de l’utilisation d’Excel (initialement 50%
des planificateurs l’utilisaient)
Les commentaires récoltés auprès des planificateurs ont
permis d’identifier leurs lacunes, leurs points forts et leurs
potentiels de développement
Définition d’un plan d’actions permettant de traiter les
problèmes en profondeur

Coût

MONDELEZ
64 jours investi pour travailler avec 60
planificateurs

COUT FIXE PAR PLANIFICATEUR

Contactez Olivehorse sans plus tarder
contactus@olivehorse.com
+33 (0)4 26 68 81 11
“Speaking on behalf of myself and my colleague, we both feel that the Hypercare has been very beneficial. Chandra’s support helped us
implement a new Optimizer profile for the most complex lines within the business. Although we had the base template, we still needed
assistance in setting up master recipes and resources. Without Chandra’s help we would have had to rely on Master data in the plant. By
sitting with Chandra it meant we had visibility and could document the process for the future. He was always willing to help and his instructions
were clear and precise. We were also impressed by his in depth Knowledge of the system and processes.”
Supply Planning Manager

Hub Planner
“What are the results we see?
• People with zero APO skills have right now basics; People with intermediate and advanced skills become even more advanced.
• Plants where system was not working for years, started to have the optimizer working.
• Somewhere, where issues were much deeper – at least, there is action plan to move further
• We discovered a lot issues -from master-data to optimizer profile settings – and fixed it. Experience all of us gathered will be very useful
in future projects and system developments.”
Process and Technology Manager CoE Planning Hub

Chris was very helpful. Thanks to him we created an optimiser that plans 2 lines at the same time which reduced the time I spend on planning
them now. The task was very complex as both of the lines have lots of constraints. He also explained and documented for me the changes that
had been made so if any skus needs to be added to the lines in future, master data team will know how to set them up.
Global Supply Manager

Témoignages

I was really happy to work with Matt. He shared with me his knowledge about how to set up Optimizer (costs, master data) and how to create
the model for different scenarios, lines. With such a knowledge I feel comfortable to set up model on new codes, check master data and create
model on new line, which was really important to me. He was very knowledgeable, eager to help and supportive. Moreover he had positive
attitude to work

